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1. Case study: speech

The objects of speech perception are ‘the intended
phonic gestures of the speaker’13

Infants enjoy categorical perception of speech
from around four months of age or earlier.4

Prelinguistic infants’ categorical perception is
adult-like in the sense that it is subject to com-
plex effects of speaker and context on where per-
ceptual category boundaries fall.10,11 Infants’ cat-
egorical perception also plays an important role in
language acquisition.9,14

Phonological awareness develops slowly over sev-
eral years, varies systematically depending on their
oral language, and is facilitated both by experience
with oral language and by learning a writing sys-
tem.2

2. Fodor’s modules

1. they are ‘the psychological systems whose
operations present the world to thought’;

2. they ‘constitute a natural kind’; and

3. there is ‘a cluster of properties that they have
in common’5

The ‘cluster of properties’ include:

− domain specificity (modules deal with ‘ec-
centric’ bodies of knowledge)

− limited accessibility (knowledge in modules
is not usually inferentially integrated with
general knowledge).

− information encapsulation (modules are un-
affected by general knowledge or knowledge
in other modules, i.e. ‘top down’ processing
is limited)

− innateness (the information and operations
of a module are genetically specified).

‘it seems doubtful that the often long lists of cor-
related attributes should come as a package ... the
process architecture of social cognition is still very
much in need of a detailed theory’1

3. The ‘Computational Theory of theMind’

‘Thinking is computation’7

What does a theory of thought have to achieve?
How do ‘causal relations among propositional at-
titudes ... typically contrive to respect their rela-
tions of content’6

‘Turing’s account of thought-as-computation
showed us how to specify causal relations
among mental symbols that are reliably truth-
preserving’7

Computational processes: ‘The operations of the
machine consist entirely of transformations of
symbols; in the course of performing these oper-
ations, the machine is sensitive solely to syntactic
properties of the symbols; and the operations that

the machine performs on the symbols are entirely
confined to altering their shapes.’6

4. Against the Computational Theory of the
Mind

1. Computational processes are not sensitive
to context-dependent relations among rep-
resentations.

2. Thinking sometimes involves being sensitive
to context-dependent relations among rep-
resentations as such (e.g. the relation … is
adequate evidence for me to accept that …).

3. Therefore, not all thinking is computation.

‘sooner or later, we will all have to give up on the
Turing story as a general account of how the mind
works’8

‘the Computational Theory is probably true at
most of only the mind’s modular parts. … a cog-
nitive science that provides some insight into the
part of the mind that isn’t modular may well have
to be different, root and branch’8

5. Modularity and Development

Do modules provide ‘a basic infrastructure for
knowledge and its acquisition’?16

‘The module … automatically provides a concep-
tual identification of its input for central thought
… in exactly the right format for inferential pro-
cesses’12
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‘The building blocks of all our complex represen-
tations are the representations that are constructed
from individual core knowledge systems.’15

‘core systems are conceptual and provide a foun-
dation for the growth of knowledge’3

‘we believe that children’s performance depends
on cognitive capacities that are continuous over
human development’?
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